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Abstract—In recent years, the scale of datacenters has become
larger due to the explosive increase in the amount of digital data.
As a result, the growth of energy consumption is an important
factor in the management use cost of datacenters. Storing and
processing such large volumes of data by database applications
are the core technologies in this Big Data era. However, storage
accounts for a significant percentage of a datacenter’s energy
consumption. Therefore, we try to reduce the energy of storage
to save on the total cost of datacenters. The purpose of this
study is to reduce the energy consumption of storage while
minimizing the deterioration of application performance. Thus
far, many methods for storage energy reduction have been
discussed. However, because it is difficult to control storage energy
reduction efficiently only at the storage level, we have investigated
the storage power control mechanism on middleware (database)
layer. In this paper, we use TPC-H (a database benchmark) as
an application example of data processing. We evaluate a data
placement control method of storage proposed for energy saving
in the database run-time processing suitable for a large-scale
environment.

Keywords—TPC-H; storage; energy saving; data placement
control

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the scale of datacenters has become larger
due to an explosive increase of digital data. The volume
of digital data ten years from now is estimated to be ap-
proximately 44 times larger than that of the present day.
Because the amount of storage is increasing, management
and operation costs of storage should not be overlooked, and
efficient management of data has been focused on.

The energy consumption of datacenters in the world in
2050 is estimated to be about three times larger than the total
amount of power generation in Japan, where more than 120
million people are living in 2010. In this society, where energy
saving is needed, it is urgent to reduce the energy consumption
of datacenters in which huge volumes of data are stored
[1]. Storing and processing such huge volumes of data by

database applications are the core technologies in this Big Data
era. Because storage accounts for 13% of datacenter energy
consumption, reducing the power consumption of storage is
an efficient way to save energy in datacenters.

In terms of energy saving of storage, it is possible to reduce
electric power consumption by shifting hard disks from an
active state to a standby one when they are not accessed.
However, if hard disks are accessed when they are at the
standby state, they must be shifted back to the active state
first, so that application performance should be degraded.
Additionally, shifting hard disks between the active state and
standby one consumes electric power more than that of keeping
them to be the active state. Therefore, shifting hard disks to
the standby state should be executed at an appropriate timing,
and its decision is crucial for energy saving of storage.

In order to reduce electric power consumption of storage,
there are several approaches in some layers of the system.
First, it is possible to make decisions at an upper layer,
the application layer. Because applications know when I/O is
issued and when it is not, it is possible to decide the timing to
shift hard disks to standby state by analyzing applications for
achieving energy saving of storage. However, for this approach,
we must analyze all applications executed on the system and
it is not realistic. On the other hand, I/O can be observed at a
lower layer, storage level. If hard disks are shifted to the active
state when I/O is issued and shifted to the standby state when
it is not at this layer, electric power consumption of storage is
reduced. However, it is extremely difficult to decide the timing
of I/O issues at the storage level.

Compared with these approaches, it is realistic to make
a decision at middleware, the database layer. Because SQL
queries are analyzed to achieve optimal execution of appli-
cations at the database layer, the timing of I/O issues can be
decided when it is executed. Therefore, it is possible to reduce
electric power consumption of storage by shifting hard disks
to the standby state based on this observation in database run-
time processing.978-1-4799-6177-1/14/$31.00 c⃝2014 IEEE



In our research, we save power from database processing
in the cloud through efficient management of data, and the
purpose of this study is to reduce the energy consumption
of storage while minimizing the deterioration of application
performance. Although energy saving for storage has been
discussed in many literatures, it is difficult to predict the
behavior and control it efficiently only at the storage level.
In addition, although static analysis of the behavior of appli-
cations is also studied intensively, it is hard to predict their
dynamic behavior during the execution. Therefore, we have
investigated the dynamic storage power control mechanism
during the execution on middleware, the database layer.

In this report, we use TPC-H as an application example of
data processing, which is a widely used database benchmark
that executes typical decision support processing on data [2].
First, power saving during run-time processing is investigated.
Next, based on an analytical result, data placement control
method is proposed in which data allocation is changed
depending on the access frequency. We evaluate the control
method of storage proposed for energy saving in the database
run-time processing on datacenters suitable for a large-scale
environment.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II explains related works of our research. Section III
introduces the experiment environment. Power consumption
characteristics of HDDs are evaluated in Section IV. Section V
describes the measurement of the power consumption of HDDs
during TPC-H runtime processing. Section VI shows that the
energy savings and performance of the storage are improved
by our proposed method using data placement control. Section
VII presents our concluding remarks.

II. RELATED WORK

Thus far, many methods for storage energy saving have
been proposed [3],[4],[5],[6],[7]. In these studies, various
methods that suspend disks according to the I/O interval for
storage are proposed to realize energy savings in storage.
However, it is not easy to predict the storage level I/O
behaviors.

In addition, there are many studies about static methods for
power saving of service by an analysis of applications before
their execution. In practice, however, the power-saving method
during the execution of the service has not been studied.
While this cannot be solved by the platform provider, tailored
power control to suit a specific application on the user side
with different applications is also highly expensive. Therefore,
by putting the power saving function on middleware layer
(database in this study) that can monitor the control of input
and output, we have tried the storage power saving control in
run-time processing that does not depend on the application.

An energy saving method with efficient usage of storage
by cooperative applications is proposed [8],[9]. To construct
an energy efficient storage management system combined with
data-intensive applications, a power saving method for storage
is proposed that utilizes application level I/O behaviors. The
power consumption of the storage can be reduced by using the
proposed method.

We are interested in the performance of data-intensive
applications on datacenters in addition to the power savings

of the system. Therefore, we focus on the Service Level
Agreement (SLA) that copes with both energy savings and
the performance of storage. The goal of this study is to reduce
energy consumption of storage while minimizing the deteri-
oration of application performance. Thus, in this paper, we
evaluate the proposed method suitable for larger environments.

In the case that power saving in storage is discussed, to
replace hard disks to Solid State Drives (SSDs) is one of
candidate methods. Many literatures have discussed to save
energy by using SSD [11],[12],[13]. It depends on the cost
if it is possible to replace hard disks to SSDs or not, and it
is expected so in the future. Anyway, our approach can be
applied to SSD case. Additionally, the power consumption of
SSD for shifting between the active state and the standby one
is much less than that of hard disks. Therefore, our proposed
method should be promissing even in the era of SSD.

III. EXPERIMENT ENVIRONMENT

We used a storage server and power meter to construct
an experimental environment, which is supposed to emulate
a part of datacenters. Table I shows the specifications of the
storage server and power meter used for the measurements.
This experimental environment can be accessed and executed
remotely.

The power meter is connected to the HDDs of the server
and controlled by a dedicated computer. The storage server,
power meter, and computer to control the power meter can be
controlled remotely for the experiments.

TABLE I. THE SPECIFICATIONS OF THE STORAGE SERVER AND POWER
METER.

OS CentOS 5.10 64bit
CPU AMD Athlon 64 FX-74 @ 3GHz(4 cores) x2
Memory 8 GB
HDD Seagate Barracuda 7200 series 3.5 inch

SATA 6 Gb/s 3 TB 7200 rpm 64 MB 4K sector x 11
DBMS HITACHI HiRDB Single Server Version 9
Power Meter YOKOGAWA WT1600 Digital Power Meter

IV. POWER CONSUMPTION CHARACTERISTICS OF HDDS

In this section, we investigate the variety of transition states
of HDDs, as well as the measured power consumption of each
state, which is supposed to be used on datacenters. On the
basis of this investigation, we calculate the Break-Even Time,
which is a measurement that indicates the possibility of power-
saving.

A. Variety of transition states and power consumption of
HDDs

In this paper, we use four varieties of transition state:
Standby 1, Standby 2, Idle, and Active. Spindown means
switching state from Idle or Active to Standby 1. Spinup 1
means switching state from Standby 1 to Idle or Active. Spinup
2 means switching state from Standby 2 to Idle or Active.

[9] uses three varieties of transition state: Standby, Idle,
and Active. We examined the detailed transition states of the
disk used in this study. As a result, the duration of the two



different power consumptions during Standby was observed.
Therefore, we distinguish them into two types of states during
standby: Standby 1 and Standby 2.

We measure the power consumption of the disk in each
state. In this measurement, the same disk as the previous
measurement is used. Table II shows the power consumption of
each state. The values of Standby 1, Standby 2, Idle, and Active
states are the maximum. The values of Spindown, Spinup 1,
and Spinup 2 states are the average.

TABLE II. POWER AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF DISK STATES.

Standby 1 (W) Standby 2 (W) Idle (W) Active (W)

1.05 0.88 5.22 7.25

Spindown (J) Spinup 1 (J) Spinup 2 (J)

6.79 108.5 105.5

B. Break-Even Time

Break-Even Time is the amount of time to continue the
Standby state that satisfies the following condition. The amount
of energy needed for the spinup or spindown of the disk is
equal to that of the energy saved by remaining in the Standby
state during Break-Even Time. We define the parameters as
follows:

Ed: the amount of energy needed for Spindown
Eu2: the amount of energy needed for Spinup 2
Ps1: the power comsumption of the HDD during the state of
Standby 1
Ps2: the power comsumption of the HDD during the state of
Standby 2
Pi: the power comsumption of the HDD during the state of
Idle
Td, Tu2: the amount of time required to Spindown or Spinup
2
Ts1, Ts2: the amount of time remaining for Standby 1 or
Standby 2

Using these parameters, Break-Even Time Tbe is calculated as
follows:

Tbe =
(
Ed+Eu2−Ps2 ∗Td−Ps2 ∗Tu2+Ts1 ∗(Ps1−Ps2)

)
/(Pi − Ps2)

We distinguish them into two types of states during
Standby. Therefore, we calculated the Break-Even Time by
referencing [15]. The Break-Even Time of HDDs used in
this measurement was approximately 24 seconds. According
to this result, to reduce power consumption by using the
Standby state, an I/O interval of approximately 24 seconds or
more is needed. Figure 1 shows the transition of disk power
consumption used in this measurement. The state transition is:
Idle to Standby 1 to Standby 2 to Idle.

V. RUNTIME POWER CONSUMPTION WHILE USING THE
ENERGY SAVING STATE OF THE DISK

In this section, we measure the power consumption of
HDDs during TPC-H runtime processing, which is supposed

Fig. 1. Power consumption of the transition of the disk and the Break-Even
Time.

Fig. 2. Comparison of energy consumption during runtime TPC-H while
using the energy saving state.

to be used on datacenters, while using the energy saving state
of the disk. We compare the energy consumption with and
without using the energy saving state. ”Using the energy saving
state of the disk” means that the state of the disk is switched
to Standby. The scale factor (SF) of DB is 3, and two HDDs
are used in this measurement. The placement of data on DB
is the same as that of the previous experiments. We use the
average value of three measurements.

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the energy consumption
during TPC-H runtime processing when using the energy
saving state of the disk. Without using the energy saving state
of the disk, the amount of energy used was 212,208 J. When
using the state, however, the amount of energy was 209,579 J,
and the reduction rate was approximately 1.2%. The delay time
of query processing was 125 seconds, representing a delay rate
of approximately 0.8 %.

The delay of query processing has occurred due to the
overhead of starting the disk. According to this result, it is
possible to save on energy consumption during runtime TPC-
H processing when using the I/O interval and the energy saving
state of the disk.

VI. DATA PLACEMENT CONTROL

We showed that TPC-H run-time power saving is possible
when using the I/O interval and the Break-Even Time. It is
possible to change the state to the energy saving one after
a short period of timeout, as no I/O has occurred during
that period. However, this energy saving method is too naive
because, in this method, we use the simple behavior of the
disk without respect to applications.



In this section, we investigate the I/O frequency of data,
tables, and indexes of TPC-H during runtime processing of
a TPC-H query. Next, we discuss the placement of data on
the disk to control the I/O interval during TPC-H runtime
processing. We prepared the environment for cases where
the number of used HDDs is 3, and then we evaluated our
proposed method.

A. The investigation of I/O frequency

First, we investigate the I/O frequency of data, tables, and
indexes of TPC-H during runtime processing of a TPC-H
query to evaluate our proposed method. We used three patterns
of scale factor: 1, 2, and 3. I/O interval is obtained by the
pdbufls command [16] (DB buffer statistical information
retrieval tool that comes with the DBMS) for every second.
DB is placed on the raw device. The number of investigated
buffers is 23. The survey period is from the beginning to the
end of the query execution.

In this investigation, we focus on the actual number of
times the HDD READs from the obtained data items. The
purpose of this experiment is to investigate and analyze I/O
frequency. In general, DBMS is used in the state in which
a part of the DB resides in the buffer (called the Hot state).
Therefore, the DB is in the Hot state in our experiment. The
DB buffer size is approximately 0.58 GB for the table data
and approximately 0.21 GB for the index data. The size of the
DB varies based on the scale factor. Table III shows the size
of the DB for each scale factor. According to the result of the
investigation, the number of buffers containing data that have
I/O was 13, whereas the number without I/O was 10.

TABLE III. SIZE OF DB (GB)

SF 1 2 3

table 1.38 2.75 4.13
index 0.29 0.57 0.86

B. The control of data placement

Based on the results of the investigation in Section VI-A,
we modify the data placement. In all cases, the scale factor
is 1 to 3, and the data are classified into two types: the data
that has the actual number of instances of READ and that that
does not have it. HDD1, 2 and 3 are the same HDDs we have
used in the previous experiments.

First, we placed data such that the amount of data in
each HDD to be evenly. The frequency of the data I/O is
not considered in this case. We call this condition ”without
the control of data placement.” In this case, the ratio of the
amount of arranged data is HDD1:HDD2:HDD3 = 1:1:2. The
amount of data on HDD3 is 2 times that of HDD1 and HDD2.
This is because the amount of data stored on a certain buffer
is almost half of the total amount of TPC-H data, and these
data are placed on HDD3.

For the first evaluation of our proposed method, we clas-
sified the data into three types: (1) the data that has no actual
number of instances of READ, (2) half the amount of data
that has the actual number of instances of READ, and (3) All
of the rest of the data. (1) is placed on HDD1, (2) is placed

Fig. 3. The I/O frequency of specified data run-time TPC-H.

Fig. 4. The ratio of data allocated in each HDDs(3-Disks).

on HDD2, and (3) is placed on HDD3. We call this condition
”with control of data placement 1.”

For the second evaluation of our proposed method, we
classified the data into three types: (1) the data that has no
actual number of instances of READ, (2) the data which has
the actual number of instances of READ and has the specific
I/O interval (9800 seconds or more before the end of executing
Q8), (3) ALL of the rest of the data. We call this condition
”with control of data placement 2.” Figure 3 shows the I/O
frequency of run-time TPC-H processing of (2), and the scale
factor is 3. Only 4 types of data are used in 3 periods primarily,
and they are not used during the other period. In this condition,
the data that has the actual number of instances of READ and
has the specific I/O interval (9800 seconds or more before the
end of executing Q8) is classified. With using control of data
placement 2, we can expect more energy saving. Because the
HDD in which (2) is placed has longer I/O interval, and we
can use HDD’s energy saving state.

Figure 4 shows the ratio of data allocated in each HDDs.
With control of data placement 1, HDD1 and HDD2 have
equal amaount of data that have actual number of instances
of READ. With control of data placement 2, the amount of
data is biased to HDD2.

As the same with the previous experiments, we measured
energy consumption of each HDD and the query processing
time. We compared each item of the measurement value with
and without the control of data placement. The scale factor is 1
to 3, as the same with that of experiments we have measured
thus far. We applied the energy saving state of the disk to
HDD1.



Fig. 5. Power consumption with changing data placement (3-Disks).

Fig. 6. The amount of runtime with changing data placement (3-Disks).

Figure 5 shows the comparison of energy consumption with
and without the control of data placement. Figure 6 shows the
comparison of query processing time. The reduction rate of
power consumption in the condition of with control of data
placement 1 is approximately 22-25%, whereas the delay rate
is approximately 0.5-1.5 %. On the other hand, the reduction
rate of power consumption in the condition of with control
of data placement 2 is approximately 47-50%, whereas the
delay rate is approximately 4-8 %. Compared the control of
data placement 1 with the control of data placement 2, the
latter can save more energy and the delay rate is larger. This
is because using control of data placement 2, HDD3 has longer
I/O interval and HDD2 has bigger load.

We acquired and analyzed the I/O traces of disks by
blktrace and btrecord (tools for I/O trace analysis) [14]
after changing the data placement. According to the analysis,
HDD1 (stored no I/O data) does not seem to perform I/O
during query processing, and data I/O is concentrated on
HDD2 and HDD3 (stored I/O data).

Furthermore, we investigate the disk busy rate by the com-
mand iostat. Table IV shows the result of this investigation.
Figure 7 shows the changes in each disk busy rate when the
scale factor is 3. According to Table IV, it seems that, after
changing the data placement, the disk busy rate of HDD1 (no
I/O data placed) is 0 %, whereas that of HDD2 and HDD3 (I/O
data placed) is constant or increased. However, in regard to
energy consumption after changing the data placement, HDD1
remained constant, and HDD2 and HDD3 are always Idle or
Active.

Figure 8 shows that power consumptions of HDDs per
second when the scale factor is 3. According to Figure 8, it
seems that, HDD1’s state is always Standby, HDD2 is Idle or

Fig. 7. The disk-busy rate with changing data placement.

Fig. 8. The power consumption with changing data placement.

Active, and HDD3 is almost Standby. The power consumption
of HDD1 and HDD2 is increased per 30 minutes, this means
spin up occured by check of disk’s state (smartd.conf[17]).
According to Figure 7, it is obvious that disk I/O is not done on
the time of this spin up. According to the above result, the data
control method in this case is also effective for energy savings
of storage during the execution of run-time applications.

Thus, it is possible to reduce power consumption effec-
tively using our proposed method when the number of disk
is three, as well. Our proposed method is also effective in a
large-scale environment that includes a large number of disks
because this approach is scalable in terms of the number of
disks.

TABLE IV. RATIO OF DISK BUSY(%)

HDD1 HDD2 HDD3

Without control Average 64.3 1.43 29.4
Maximum 80.8 55.1 50.8

With control 1 Average 0 65.8 29.3
Maximum 0 95.8 51.1

With control 2 Average 0 97.2 0.17
Maximum 0 100 100

VII. CONCLUSION

We consider energy savings of datacenters as possible
by reducing the energy consumption of storage through the
efficient management of data. In this paper, the evaluation of
a data placement control method we proposed suitable for a
large-scale system environment is shown.

Based on existing research, we analyzed the performance
and energy consumption during runtime disk access. Next, in
consideration of two patterns of standby (the energy saving



state of the disk), we calculated Break-Even Time precisely.
Furthermore, as an evaluation of our proposed method, we use
TPC-H (a database benchmark) as a data-intensive application
and evaluate the control method of storage we proposed for
energy savings during the runtime database benchmark. We
succeeded in the saving energy about maximum 50% by data
placement control with suppressing the rate of delay about 8%.
The data placement control method is shown to be effective
for energy savings during runtime application processing. Our
proposed method is also effective in a large-scale environment
that includes a large number of disks because this approach is
scalable in terms of the number of disks.

Future works include an examination of more detailed data
placement on three or more disks for energy savings. Dividing
data appropriately is considered to be useful to obtain a longer
I/O interval. We will perform these examinations.
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